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Churches often wonder how to incorporate the seemingly mundane announcements in 

the “worship service.” To be sure, certain times may be more appropriate than others 

for the giving of ministry announcements. For instance, just before the Lord’s Supper 

while everyone is holding the bread and the juice is probably not the best time to 

discuss the potluck next week. 

 

I wonder, though, if there may not be a more beneficial way of conducting 

announcements. If the church sees announcements not merely as “the giving of non-

spiritual facts” but rather as ministry opportunities for believers to connect with the 

local body and with the community, this will greatly enhance the church’s effectiveness 

in this area. Perhaps the pastor should not call them “announcements” but rather 

“ministry opportunities” or “ways to serve this week.” Even if it involves a church 

potluck, church yardwork (or beautification), an evangelism seminar, or taking a meal to 

a new mother, all of these are strategic opportunities for the believers in the Church to 

engage practically in serving the Church, other believers, or the community at large. 

Thus, none of these is really a non-spiritual “announcement” but a divine opportunity 

sovereignly granted by God in which the believer may serve. 

 

But the question still lingers, when during the church service should the pastor give 

these ministry opportunities? There is no chapter and verse in the Scriptures that speaks 

to this. However, if the pastor gives the announcements at the beginning when only half 

of the church is present most people may miss out on what’s going on. But it seems 

inappropriate to end the service with the announcements after having just heard an 

exposition from God’s Word. 

 

Each individual church must examine the layout/format of the church service and seek 

to find the most appropriate and least distracting time in that service to give the 

ministry announcements. Some churches have done away with this altogether as they 

print the announcements in the morning bulletin, post it on the church website, send 

out text messages to the church congregants as activities approach, or display them on 

the powerpoint before the service begins. Any of these is fine and there is no right or 

wrong way to go about “giving” the ministry opportunities. But we do well to remember 

that this is not an “unspiritual” part of the service. Rather, this is a way that we can 

engage our people to work of faith and the labor of love for each other, for the watching 

community, and for the glory of Jesus Christ and the advancement of His Church.  


